THINK STAGE
FROM 7:00AM EST

Matrix presents

MATRIX SYNERGY 2021
TIME EST
7:05am

CLASS
BOSS CAMP PT.1

7:30am

ARTIST

DESCRIPTION
TABATHA COFFEY

Join the Queen of owning it Tabatha Coffey in this Part 1 of Boss Camp Series. If you want someone to tell it like it is with everything you
need to know to get started in the industry, then you’ve come to the right place!
Tabatha will share her keys to the right mindset and attitude. She will share how best to show up in the right way and the difference
between a profession and a hobby. Know your worth from day one for a long and successful career. Tabatha will help you in setting that
foundational thread. What value do you bring?

DIVERSITY MATRIX PT.1

MICHELLE O’CONNOR

Join 5-time North American Hairdressing Awards (NAHA) winner and hair specialist Michelle O’Connor for this part 1 of a 4-part series.
Find out exactly what is the HAIR DIVERSITY MATRIX?
Join Michelle as she walks you through our 4 key metrics to understand, embrace, and perfect ALL HAIR TYPES. She will set you up
with the FUN-damentals of everything you need to know to broaden your client base and the key elements of diversity in hair levels, UL
pigments, diameters and curl patterns.

7:55am

FUNDAMENTALS OF TONING &
GLOSSING ALKALINE VS ACIDIC

LEAH STERK

Leah Sterk has been with Matrix for over 20 years and is an expert on the color portfolio. In this class learn the ‘fun-damentals” of
EVERYTHING you need to know to navigate the SoColor Sync toning palate from our Alkaline to Acidic offerings.
She will share her favorite formulas and how to decide when to use an alkaline based toner versus acidic.

8:20am

AN ALLIANCE MADE TO PERFECTION:
CUT + COLOR

DANIEL ROLDAN

Daniel Roldan is an award-winning hairstylist and been with Matrix for over 25 years. Daniel is known for his signature cuts grounded
in precision cutting.
He will uncomplicate the perfect set up to a great hair cut. Whether you are fresh out of school or wanting to up your game on cutting
skills, this class is for you! He will show you the perfect synergy and alliance of a great color and cut to bring it to life!

8:45am

STYLE SLAY

MICHAEL ALBOR

Michael Albor is a NAHA winner and 11-time nominee for the North American Hairstyling Awards. He has been with Matrix for over 20
years and is known for his phenomenal hairstyling and charismatic personality.
In this class Michael will share with you the fun-damentals of everything you need to know whether you are going for a red-carpet look,
quick updo or a night out on the town!

9:35am

COLOR BY NUMBERS:

LENNY STRAND

Lenny is a Matrix Color expert and celebrity stylist from Los Angeles, California! He resides at the prestigious Sally Hershberger Salon in
Beverly Hills where he is a master at perfecting seamless blends from root to tip.
In this class Lenny will set you up for success showing you the perfect way to achieve those blends using our pre-paired SoColor at the
base with SoColor Sync mids to ends perfectly calibrated to uncomplicate your life & keep your clients coming back to you!

10:00am

THE WOLFF BLOW OUT

PHILIP WOLFF

Want to achieve the perfect blowout? What to do. What not to do? How to navigate the perfect blowout for different patterns and
diameters of hair?
Let Philip Wolff show you how. Besides being one of the biggest influencers and celeb cutters in the game, Philip gives a blow out like no
other! He can’t wait to share all his secrets and help you up your blow out game.

10:25am

AIRTOUCH AND NEUTRALIZATION!

DAN CSICAI

When it comes to keeping our clients happy… what happens after they leave the salon is just as important as what happens while they are
in your chair.
When it comes to neutralization and keeping unwanted undertones from texting you a few weeks after your clients leave, Matrix Total
Results rules the kingdom! Join celebrated Matrix Artistic Director Dan Csicai who will be showing his Airtouch blonding technique!

10:50am

SO YOU’RE A HAIRSTYLIST! NOW WHAT…
HOW TO MARKET YOURSELF AND BE YOUR
OWN CEO ON SOCIAL

CONSTANCE ROBBINS

Whether you just got your license and are starting your career or you’re a bit rusty on social and want to attract a new clientele or
business model, you do not want to miss this class.
Constance Robbins is a hairstylist in Los Angeles and knows a little something about social. She is a salon owner and has amassed a
following of over 40k followers marketing herself as a Queen Of Reds. Hear her inspiring story and find out what tips and tricks she has
to set yourself up on social!

CLASS SCHEDULE 1

BELIEVE STAGE
FROM 7:00AM EST

Matrix presents

MATRIX SYNERGY 2021
TIME EST
7:05am

CLASS
I LOB IT! 5 STEPS TO THE PERFECT
LOB HAIRCUT

7:30am

ARTIST

DESCRIPTION
PHILIP WOLFF

Celebrity stylist and global ambassador Philip Wolff is a samurai with the shear! Watch him break down his signature lob hair cut in
five uncomplicated steps to achieve precision every time.
He will focus on proper sectioning, angles and cutting techniques to upskill you on everything you need to know to give your clients the
cut of their dreams. He will share his favorite styling hacks and blow dry tips and tricks for the perfect finish.

THAT BLEND THO!

PATI RODRIGUEZ

Pati is a 14-year Matrix veteran and global artist. In this class join Pati and find out how SoColor Sync in pre-blended, pre-bonded and
pre-paired for the perfect blend from root to ends!
She will be sharing her favorite toning formulas and ways to use SoColor and SoColor Sync to achieve the perfect signature shades on
all her clients and models!

7:55am

DIVERSITY MATRIX PART 2:
COLOR WITH CONFIDENCE

SERINA WOODFORD

Serina is a color specialist and Matrix artist out of Tamarac, Florida. She is an expert in coloring all patterns and diameters using
the Matrix pallet. In this segment, she will show you how to use four key metrics to perfect color, techniques, and outcomes on all
clients. She will share some of her favorite go to formulations and how she navigates the Matrix portfolio to work on all patterns to
give her clients the hair they always dreamed of.

8:20am

FOILYAGE IN 30 MINUTES
SHOW ME THE MONEY PIECE

GEORGE PAPANIKOLAS

George is a bicoastal celebrity stylist and has worked on some of the most famous tresses in the world!
He has built a worldwide clientele and will share with you his signature foilyage technique that he can achieve application in 30 minutes.
He will share his placement and application method that has his clients booked out over a month in advance.

8:45am

DEMYSTIFYING HAIRCUTS ON CURLY HAIR!

ROBERT SANTANA

Join Salon Owner and Matrix Technical Director Robert Santana in this must-see class!
Discover new opportunities on how to approach and look at patterns and diameters. This class will help you to rethink and de-mystify
your approach to curly haircuts!

9:35am

OPEN AIR:
BELIEVE IN BALAYAGE

DANIELLE KEASLING

Balayage is life. North American Hairstylist Award ”Hairstylist of the Year” Danielle Keasling will upskill you on her technique of
Balayage. She will showcase placement, consistency of Lightmaster Pre-bonded, “feathering to blend”, and how she custom strategizes
her formulation and steps using the ”Hair Diversity Matrix.” Danielle will also share her favorite inside information of how to keep your
blonde perfected between appointments and what products to use to neutralize unwanted undertones!

10:00am

BOSS CAMP PT.2
BELIEVE IT SO YOU CAN ACHIEVE IT!

TABATHA COFFEY

In this Part 2 of Tabatha Coffey’s Boss Camp she talks the power of self-esteem and manifestation. Every accomplishment begins with a
belief in yourself that you can achieve a certain goal. In this segment, Tabatha will talk about how to channel proactive results and what
to do when the little voice of doubt creeps into your head. Believe in yourself. Confidence versus courage. She will discuss the
importance of investing in your craft and your business. Tabatha will make you believe and realize that it’s about progress not perfection!

10:25am

THE MATRIX MELT

CRISTIAN CHIFFI

Cristian Chiffi is a color specialist and Global Matrix Artist out of Italy. He is a superhero with the paint brush and in this segment, he will
show case The Matrix Color Melt. He will share his favorite formulations and how he uses our cream-based formulas in both acidic and
alkaline to achieve the perfect blends. He will give you his top-secret toning tips and tricks and how he uses our prepared pallet to
create his jaw dropping colors that keep his clients coming back again and again.

10:50am

SUNKISSED BALAYAGE

MICHELLE O’CONNOR

Calling all curly girls and hairstylists who love them! Get this exclusive first look at our new lightener specifically built for level 3 and 4
curl patterns. Hair specialist and multi award winner Michelle O’Connor will demonstrate her signature “Sunkissed Balayage”
technique showing you how she achieves the perfect sun kissed golden curls on her clients!
She will walk you through formulation, application, technique and everything you need to know to perfect those sunny golden curls and
how to maintain them between visits!

CLASS SCHEDULE 1

DREAM STAGE
FROM 7:00AM EST

Matrix presents

MATRIX SYNERGY 2021
TIME EST
7:05am

CLASS
THE PERFECT PIXIE

ARTIST

DESCRIPTION
GREG GILMORE

The Matrix Community welcomes Greg Gilmore! Greg has spent the last 18 years mastering the art of hair dressing.
He began his career at the age of 15 in Cleveland Ohio and now resides in Los Angeles as a top hair cutting and coloring expert for
textured hair.
In this class, Greg will demonstrate a fun concept to achieve the perfect pixie hair cut! You won’t want to miss this!

7:30am

BIG BLONDE ENERGY:
PLATINUM PERFECTED

ERIC VAUGHN

Eric Vaughn is a salon owner of Rev Salon in Houston Texas and is a leader in social media marketing with a combined following of
600k followers on Instagram and Tiktok.
He is known for his dramatic transformations on his clients and pageant queens like Miss United States. Eric will share his trademark
secrets of how he uses the Matrix lightening and toning portfolio to achieve the perfect platinum. Seeing is believing so let Eric show
you!

7:55am

THE PERFECT WIG TRANSFORMATION

CYNTHIA LUMZY

Cynthia Lumzy is hands down the Queen of wig transformations and has built a following of almost 400k as a specialist and business
entrepreneur. In this color class, Cynthia will divulge her secrets to achieving everything from the perfect melted blend of delicious
custom blonde using SoColor Sync.
She will share some favorite formulas and tips and tricks to bring your A-Game to Instagram!

8:20am

DIVERSITY MATRIX PT.3

KARA WILLIAMS

8:45am

COLOR CORRECTION:
MYTHS, LEGENDS, + TRUTHS

ROXY APOCYAN

When it comes to Color Correction, Roxy is one of the top in her field! A salon owner and color specialist she has amassed a following of
over 200k followers on Instagram that come for her jaw dropping videos of everything from removing box dye, to taking clients from
dark to platinum in a single appointment.
In this class, Roxy will share her tips and secrets to success both on her clients and on social.

9:35am

YOU’RE SUCH A TEASE! TEASY LIGHTS

SARMAD NAJEM

Sarmad is a blonding and transformation specialist out of Vancouver Canada. He is known for his seamless blends and
transformational before and after’s that bring clients from around the world.
Sarmad will share placement, section size, and how to achieve the perfect blonde blend on all diameters and curl patterns. He will share
his key business ingredients to be booked a month in advance and how to market yourself through Instagram.

10:00am

ON SCALP LIGHTENING AND BOB HAIRCUT

ADAM CIACCIA

Adam is a multi-award winning Australian Matrix Artist and YouTube personality.
In this class, he will show you how to properly apply on scalp lightening and his do’s and don’ts for the perfect bob haircut.
Find out his insight on lightening and cutting on all patterns, diameters, and levels in this must watch segment from one of Australia’s best
in the business.

10:25am

BOSS CAMP PT.3

TABATHA COFFEY

In this finale of Boss Camp with Tabatha, find out not only how to keep clients, but how to attract the clientele of your dreams! Tabatha will
force you to get real and stop procrastinating about planning for the future. We all get stuck in a rut.
Learn the psychology and mindset to push yourself towards your dreams instead of running away from them. She will share how to take
action and get out of your own way. How do you expand your mindset and try new things? Get ready! IT just might be time to shake things
up, rethink your business and raise your prices.

10:50am

THE ART OF REINVENTION

NICK STENSON

Hairstylist. Business Leader. Trend Setter, These are just a few things that come to mind when you say the name Nick Stenson. An industry
icon and Head Of Ulta Beauty’s service division, Nick knows a little something about reinventing yourself.
In this class, learn from one of the best in how to reinvent your business model. Are you wanting to become an independent stylist? In a
rut and looking to change your clientele? Nick has the insight and will take you through a 5-step process to dare to achieve your dreams!

CLASS SCHEDULE 1

Kara Williams is one of the most sought-after independent educators in the game and we are thrilled to have her join The Matrix
Community. In this session, she will share how to achieve lighter and brighter highlight techniques using Matrix Lift + Tone lightener on
all patterns and diameters.
She will also share her tips on how to talk to your clients to have realistic expectations and make all their hair dreams a reality!

DARE STAGE
FROM 7:00AM EST

Matrix presents

MATRIX SYNERGY 2021
TIME EST
7:05am

CLASS
CUTTING AND PATTERN BY NUMBERS

7:30am

ARTIST

DESCRIPTION
DESMOND MURRAY

Desmond Murray comes to the Synergy Dare Stage from London UK. He is a multi award winning global artist and editorial powerhouse.
He will showcase his tools, sectioning and process differs for each. Find out from Desmond how to get your clients red carpet ready
or glammed up for a special night on the town and what part hair color plays in his stunning creations!
This is a collection you won’t want to miss!

MENTOR ME

TABATHA COFFEY

At Matrix, we believe in targeted mentorship and no one knows this better than business coach and mentor Tabatha Coffey!
In this segment, Tabatha will dare you to put yourself out there. Mentorship comes in many forms. Become a mentor in your community.
There are a million different ways that you can give back. Tabatha will talk about how you can donate your time and your services to uplift
people that may be struggling. How can we dare to step into our true value and power and let ourselves shine?

7:55am

THE COLLECTION SERIES
CANADA

RODRIGO ARANEDA

THE COLLECTION SERIES. Rodrigo Araneda comes to us from Montreal, Quebec and last year took home the trophy for NAHA in 2018 +
2020 and won 2 international beauty awards in 2019!
We welcome Rodrigo to the Dare Stage to share his collection inspired by inclusivity and celebrating diversity!

8:20am

THE COLLECTION SERIES
USA

MICHELLE O’CONNOR

THE COLLECTION SERIES. Michelle is a 5-time NAHA winner and Artistic Director for Matrix. She joins us in the THINK, BELIEVE, and DARE
stage for Synergy! See Michelle’s collection in her last stop on the Synergy Stages that will be sure to dare you to take risks in your career.
Let Michelle teach you that with hair… The sky is the limit!

8:45am

THE COLLECTION SERIES
USA

DANIELLE KEASLING

THE COLLECTION SERIES. Danielle is a multi-award winner and was crowned North American Hair Awards Hairstylist of the Year.
Never one to play it safe, Danielle is sure to inspire and push the limits with another jaw dropping collection that you won’t want to miss!

9:35am

THE COLLECTION SERIES
RUSSIA

MILA BELOVA

THE COLLECTION SERIES. Mila was the youngest hairstylist in history to win the Russian Hairstylist of the Year Award.
Coming to us from Russia, home to some of the most skilled hairdressers in the world! Let Mila take you on a journey of what inspires her
both on stage and on set!

10:00am

THE COLLECTION SERIES
AUSTRALIA

KOBI BOKSHISH

THE COLLECTION SERIES. Coming to us from Australia is multi award winner Kobi Bokshish!
Kobi is a genius and one of the most talented hairdressers in the world. In this collection he will show his collection, on all fabrics,
patterns, and diameters of hair that will leave you breathless.

10:25am

THINK BELIEVE DREAM DARE:
MATRIX COLLECTIONS FINALE

CHRYSTOFER BENSON

In this finale of our COLLECTION SERIES, Chrystofer Benson isn’t afraid to to take a dare; and it’s paid off with well over 30 hair trophies
and counting from around the world. He is a champion of creating beautiful, editorial, and inspiring hair. In this segment, he will share
and demonstrate how to interchange uncomplicated techniques into daring works of art. He will share with you how he has helped Matrix
become the most award-winning brand in the world. See how Chrystofer’s vision, and creativity meet technical application fusing into his
beautiful collections. This will be inspiring with impactful techniques that add high value to your everyday guests.

10:50am

DIVERSITY MATRIX PART 4:
ART OF PATTERNS

DILEK NOURTAYLOR

Join us for our grand finale of this 4-part Diversity Matrix series and kick off to our Matrix Editorial Collection series. Get ready to be
inspired!
Dilek Onur-Taylor is an editorial stylist and multi-NAHA winner who isn’t afraid to push the limits of creative hairstyles. Never afraid to
dare herself to new levels of excellence Dilek will take you on a journey to remember showcasing some of her award- winning styles on all
hair types! She will share her secrets of getting that trophy snatching shots from styling hacks to camera angles and lighting! You won’t
want to miss this. We dare you!

CLASS SCHEDULE 1

THINK STAGE
FROM 4:00PM EST

Matrix presents

MATRIX SYNERGY 2021
TIME EST
:05 m

CLASS
BOSS CAMP PT.1

:30 m

ARTIST

DESCRIPTION
TABATHA COFFEY

Join the Queen of owning it Tabatha Coffey in this Part 1 of Boss Camp Series. If you want someone to tell it like it is with everything you
need to know to get started in the industry, then you’ve come to the right place!
Tabatha will share her keys to the right mindset and attitude. She will share how best to show up in the right way and the difference
between a profession and a hobby. Know your worth from day one for a long and successful career. Tabatha will help you in setting that
foundational thread. What value do you bring?

DIVERSITY MATRIX PT.1

MICHELLE O’CONNOR

Join 5-time North American Hairdressing Awards (NAHA) winner and hair specialist Michelle O’Connor for this part 1 of a 4-part series.
Find out exactly what is the HAIR DIVERSITY MATRIX?
Join Michelle as she walks you through our 4 key metrics to understand, embrace, and perfect ALL HAIR TYPES. She will set you up
with the FUN-damentals of everything you need to know to broaden your client base and the key elements of diversity in hair levels, UL
pigments, diameters and curl patterns.

:55 m

FUNDAMENTALS OF TONING &
GLOSSING ALKALINE VS ACIDIC

LEAH STERK

Leah Sterk has been with Matrix for over 20 years and is an expert on the color portfolio. In this class learn the ‘fun-damentals” of
EVERYTHING you need to know to navigate the SoColor Sync toning palate from our Alkaline to Acidic offerings.
She will share her favorite formulas and how to decide when to use an alkaline based toner versus acidic.

:20 m

AN ALLIANCE MADE TO PERFECTION:
CUT + COLOR

DANIEL ROLDAN

Daniel Roldan is an award-winning hairstylist and been with Matrix for over 25 years. Daniel is known for his signature cuts grounded
in precision cutting.
He will uncomplicate the perfect set up to a great hair cut. Whether you are fresh out of school or wanting to up your game on cutting
skills, this class is for you! He will show you the perfect synergy and alliance of a great color and cut to bring it to life!

:45 m

STYLE SLAY

MICHAEL ALBOR

Michael Albor is a NAHA winner and 11-time nominee for the North American Hairstyling Awards. He has been with Matrix for over 20
years and is known for his phenomenal hairstyling and charismatic personality.
In this class Michael will share with you the fun-damentals of everything you need to know whether you are going for a red-carpet look,
quick updo or a night out on the town!

:35 m

COLOR BY NUMBERS:

LENNY STRAND

Lenny is a Matrix Color expert and celebrity stylist from Los Angeles, California! He resides at the prestigious Sally Hershberger Salon in
Beverly Hills where he is a master at perfecting seamless blends from root to tip.
In this class Lenny will set you up for success showing you the perfect way to achieve those blends using our pre-paired SoColor at the
base with SoColor Sync mids to ends perfectly calibrated to uncomplicate your life & keep your clients coming back to you!

:00 m

THE WOLFF BLOW OUT

PHILIP WOLFF

Want to achieve the perfect blowout? What to do. What not to do? How to navigate the perfect blowout for different patterns and
diameters of hair?
Let Philip Wolff show you how. Besides being one of the biggest influencers and celeb cutters in the game, Philip gives a blow out like no
other! He can’t wait to share all his secrets and help you up your blow out game.

:25 m

AIRTOUCH AND NEUTRALIZATION!

DAN CSICAI

When it comes to keeping our clients happy… what happens after they leave the salon is just as important as what happens while they are
in your chair.
When it comes to neutralization and keeping unwanted undertones from texting you a few weeks after your clients leave, Matrix Total
Results rules the kingdom! Join celebrated Matrix Artistic Director Dan Csicai who will be showing his Airtouch blonding technique!

:50 m

SO YOU’RE A HAIRSTYLIST! NOW WHAT…
HOW TO MARKET YOURSELF AND BE YOUR
OWN CEO ON SOCIAL

CONSTANCE ROBBINS

Whether you just got your license and are starting your career or you’re a bit rusty on social and want to attract a new clientele or
business model, you do not want to miss this class.
Constance Robbins is a hairstylist in Los Angeles and knows a little something about social. She is a salon owner and has amassed a
following of over 40k followers marketing herself as a Queen Of Reds. Hear her inspiring story and find out what tips and tricks she has
to set yourself up on social!

CLASS SCHEDULE 1

BELIEVE STAGE
FROM 4:00PM EST

Matrix presents

MATRIX SYNERGY 2021
TIME EST
:05 m

CLASS
I LOB IT! 5 STEPS TO THE PERFECT
LOB HAIRCUT

:30 m

ARTIST

DESCRIPTION
PHILIP WOLFF

Celebrity stylist and global ambassador Philip Wolff is a samurai with the shear! Watch him break down his signature lob hair cut in
five uncomplicated steps to achieve precision every time.
He will focus on proper sectioning, angles and cutting techniques to upskill you on everything you need to know to give your clients the
cut of their dreams. He will share his favorite styling hacks and blow dry tips and tricks for the perfect finish.

THAT BLEND THO!

PATI RODRIGUEZ

Pati is a 14-year Matrix veteran and global artist. In this class join Pati and find out how SoColor Sync in pre-blended, pre-bonded and
pre-paired for the perfect blend from root to ends!
She will be sharing her favorite toning formulas and ways to use SoColor and SoColor Sync to achieve the perfect signature shades on
all her clients and models!

:55 m

DIVERSITY MATRIX PART 2:
COLOR WITH CONFIDENCE

SERINA WOODFORD

Serina is a color specialist and Matrix artist out of Tamarac, Florida. She is an expert in coloring all patterns and diameters using
the Matrix pallet. In this segment, she will show you how to use four key metrics to perfect color, techniques, and outcomes on all
clients. She will share some of her favorite go to formulations and how she navigates the Matrix portfolio to work on all patterns to
give her clients the hair they always dreamed of.

:20 m

FOILYAGE IN 30 MINUTES
SHOW ME THE MONEY PIECE

GEORGE PAPANIKOLAS

George is a bicoastal celebrity stylist and has worked on some of the most famous tresses in the world!
He has built a worldwide clientele and will share with you his signature foilyage technique that he can achieve application in 30 minutes.
He will share his placement and application method that has his clients booked out over a month in advance.

:45 m

DEMYSTIFYING HAIRCUTS ON CURLY HAIR!

ROBERT SANTANA

Join Salon Owner and Matrix Technical Director Robert Santana in this must-see class!
Discover new opportunities on how to approach and look at patterns and diameters. This class will help you to rethink and de-mystify
your approach to curly haircuts!

:35 m

OPEN AIR:
BELIEVE IN BALAYAGE

DANIELLE KEASLING

Balayage is life. North American Hairstylist Award ”Hairstylist of the Year” Danielle Keasling will upskill you on her technique of
Balayage. She will showcase placement, consistency of Lightmaster Pre-bonded, “feathering to blend”, and how she custom strategizes
her formulation and steps using the ”Hair Diversity Matrix.” Danielle will also share her favorite inside information of how to keep your
blonde perfected between appointments and what products to use to neutralize unwanted undertones!

:00 m

BOSS CAMP PT.2
BELIEVE IT SO YOU CAN ACHIEVE IT!

TABATHA COFFEY

In this Part 2 of Tabatha Coffey’s Boss Camp she talks the power of self-esteem and manifestation. Every accomplishment begins with a
belief in yourself that you can achieve a certain goal. In this segment, Tabatha will talk about how to channel proactive results and what
to do when the little voice of doubt creeps into your head. Believe in yourself. Confidence versus courage. She will discuss the
importance of investing in your craft and your business. Tabatha will make you believe and realize that it’s about progress not perfection!

:25 m

THE MATRIX MELT

CRISTIAN CHIFFI

Cristian Chiffi is a color specialist and Global Matrix Artist out of Italy. He is a superhero with the paint brush and in this segment, he will
show case The Matrix Color Melt. He will share his favorite formulations and how he uses our cream-based formulas in both acidic and
alkaline to achieve the perfect blends. He will give you his top-secret toning tips and tricks and how he uses our prepared pallet to
create his jaw dropping colors that keep his clients coming back again and again.

:50 m

SUNKISSED BALAYAGE

MICHELLE O’CONNOR

Calling all curly girls and hairstylists who love them! Get this exclusive first look at our new lightener specifically built for level 3 and 4
curl patterns. Hair specialist and multi award winner Michelle O’Connor will demonstrate her signature “Sunkissed Balayage”
technique showing you how she achieves the perfect sun kissed golden curls on her clients!
She will walk you through formulation, application, technique and everything you need to know to perfect those sunny golden curls and
how to maintain them between visits!

CLASS SCHEDULE 1

DREAM STAGE
FROM 4:00PM EST

Matrix presents

MATRIX SYNERGY 2021
TIME EST
:05 m

CLASS
THE PERFECT PIXIE

ARTIST

DESCRIPTION
GREG GILMORE

The Matrix Community welcomes Greg Gilmore! Greg has spent the last 18 years mastering the art of hair dressing.
He began his career at the age of 15 in Cleveland Ohio and now resides in Los Angeles as a top hair cutting and coloring expert for
textured hair.
In this class, Greg will demonstrate a fun concept to achieve the perfect pixie hair cut! You won’t want to miss this!

:30 m

BIG BLONDE ENERGY:
PLATINUM PERFECTED

ERIC VAUGHN

Eric Vaughn is a salon owner of Rev Salon in Houston Texas and is a leader in social media marketing with a combined following of
600k followers on Instagram and Tiktok.
He is known for his dramatic transformations on his clients and pageant queens like Miss United States. Eric will share his trademark
secrets of how he uses the Matrix lightening and toning portfolio to achieve the perfect platinum. Seeing is believing so let Eric show
you!

:55 m

THE PERFECT WIG TRANSFORMATION

CYNTHIA LUMZY

Cynthia Lumzy is hands down the Queen of wig transformations and has built a following of almost 400k as a specialist and business
entrepreneur. In this color class, Cynthia will divulge her secrets to achieving everything from the perfect melted blend of delicious
custom blonde using SoColor Sync.
She will share some favorite formulas and tips and tricks to bring your A-Game to Instagram!

:20 m

DIVERSITY MATRIX PT.3

KARA WILLIAMS

:45 m

COLOR CORRECTION:
MYTHS, LEGENDS, + TRUTHS

ROXY APOCYAN

When it comes to Color Correction, Roxy is one of the top in her field! A salon owner and color specialist she has amassed a following of
over 200k followers on Instagram that come for her jaw dropping videos of everything from removing box dye, to taking clients from
dark to platinum in a single appointment.
In this class, Roxy will share her tips and secrets to success both on her clients and on social.

:35 m

YOU’RE SUCH A TEASE! TEASY LIGHTS

SARMAD NAJEM

Sarmad is a blonding and transformation specialist out of Vancouver Canada. He is known for his seamless blends and
transformational before and after’s that bring clients from around the world.
Sarmad will share placement, section size, and how to achieve the perfect blonde blend on all diameters and curl patterns. He will share
his key business ingredients to be booked a month in advance and how to market yourself through Instagram.

:00 m

ON SCALP LIGHTENING AND BOB HAIRCUT

ADAM CIACCIA

Adam is a multi-award winning Australian Matrix Artist and YouTube personality.
In this class, he will show you how to properly apply on scalp lightening and his do’s and don’ts for the perfect bob haircut.
Find out his insight on lightening and cutting on all patterns, diameters, and levels in this must watch segment from one of Australia’s best
in the business.

:25 m

BOSS CAMP PT.3

TABATHA COFFEY

In this finale of Boss Camp with Tabatha, find out not only how to keep clients, but how to attract the clientele of your dreams! Tabatha will
force you to get real and stop procrastinating about planning for the future. We all get stuck in a rut.
Learn the psychology and mindset to push yourself towards your dreams instead of running away from them. She will share how to take
action and get out of your own way. How do you expand your mindset and try new things? Get ready! IT just might be time to shake things
up, rethink your business and raise your prices.

:50 m

THE ART OF REINVENTION

NICK STENSON

Hairstylist. Business Leader. Trend Setter, These are just a few things that come to mind when you say the name Nick Stenson. An industry
icon and Head Of Ulta Beauty’s service division, Nick knows a little something about reinventing yourself.
In this class, learn from one of the best in how to reinvent your business model. Are you wanting to become an independent stylist? In a
rut and looking to change your clientele? Nick has the insight and will take you through a 5-step process to dare to achieve your dreams!

CLASS SCHEDULE 1

Kara Williams is one of the most sought-after independent educators in the game and we are thrilled to have her join The Matrix
Community. In this session, she will share how to achieve lighter and brighter highlight techniques using Matrix Lift + Tone lightener on
all patterns and diameters.
She will also share her tips on how to talk to your clients to have realistic expectations and make all their hair dreams a reality!

DARE STAGE
FROM 4:00PM EST

Matrix presents

MATRIX SYNERGY 2021
TIME EST
05 m

CLASS
CUTTING AND PATTERN BY NUMBERS

30 m

ARTIST

DESCRIPTION
DESMOND MURRAY

Desmond Murray comes to the Synergy Dare Stage from London UK. He is a multi award winning global artist and editorial powerhouse.
He will showcase his tools, sectioning and process differs for each. Find out from Desmond how to get your clients red carpet ready
or glammed up for a special night on the town and what part hair color plays in his stunning creations!
This is a collection you won’t want to miss!

MENTOR ME

TABATHA COFFEY

At Matrix, we believe in targeted mentorship and no one knows this better than business coach and mentor Tabatha Coffey!
In this segment, Tabatha will dare you to put yourself out there. Mentorship comes in many forms. Become a mentor in your community.
There are a million different ways that you can give back. Tabatha will talk about how you can donate your time and your services to uplift
people that may be struggling. How can we dare to step into our true value and power and let ourselves shine?

:55 m

THE COLLECTION SERIES
CANADA

RODRIGO ARANEDA

THE COLLECTION SERIES. Rodrigo Araneda comes to us from Montreal, Quebec and last year took home the trophy for NAHA in 2018 +
2020 and won 2 international beauty awards in 2019!
We welcome Rodrigo to the Dare Stage to share his collection inspired by inclusivity and celebrating diversity!

:20 m

THE COLLECTION SERIES
USA

MICHELLE O’CONNOR

THE COLLECTION SERIES. Michelle is a 5-time NAHA winner and Artistic Director for Matrix. She joins us in the THINK, BELIEVE, and DARE
stage for Synergy! See Michelle’s collection in her last stop on the Synergy Stages that will be sure to dare you to take risks in your career.
Let Michelle teach you that with hair… The sky is the limit!

:45 m

THE COLLECTION SERIES
USA

DANIELLE KEASLING

THE COLLECTION SERIES. Danielle is a multi-award winner and was crowned North American Hair Awards Hairstylist of the Year.
Never one to play it safe, Danielle is sure to inspire and push the limits with another jaw dropping collection that you won’t want to miss!

:35 m

THE COLLECTION SERIES
RUSSIA

MILA BELOVA

THE COLLECTION SERIES. Mila was the youngest hairstylist in history to win the Russian Hairstylist of the Year Award.
Coming to us from Russia, home to some of the most skilled hairdressers in the world! Let Mila take you on a journey of what inspires her
both on stage and on set!

:00 m

THE COLLECTION SERIES
AUSTRALIA

KOBI BOKSHISH

THE COLLECTION SERIES. Coming to us from Australia is multi award winner Kobi Bokshish!
Kobi is a genius and one of the most talented hairdressers in the world. In this collection he will show his collection, on all fabrics,
patterns, and diameters of hair that will leave you breathless.

:25 m

THINK BELIEVE DREAM DARE:
MATRIX COLLECTIONS FINALE

CHRYSTOFER BENSON

In this finale of our COLLECTION SERIES, Chrystofer Benson isn’t afraid to to take a dare; and it’s paid off with well over 30 hair trophies
and counting from around the world. He is a champion of creating beautiful, editorial, and inspiring hair. In this segment, he will share
and demonstrate how to interchange uncomplicated techniques into daring works of art. He will share with you how he has helped Matrix
become the most award-winning brand in the world. See how Chrystofer’s vision, and creativity meet technical application fusing into his
beautiful collections. This will be inspiring with impactful techniques that add high value to your everyday guests.

50 m

DIVERSITY MATRIX PART 4:
ART OF PATTERNS

DILEK NOURTAYLOR

Join us for our grand finale of this 4-part Diversity Matrix series and kick off to our Matrix Editorial Collection series. Get ready to be
inspired!
Dilek Onur-Taylor is an editorial stylist and multi-NAHA winner who isn’t afraid to push the limits of creative hairstyles. Never afraid to
dare herself to new levels of excellence Dilek will take you on a journey to remember showcasing some of her award- winning styles on all
hair types! She will share her secrets of getting that trophy snatching shots from styling hacks to camera angles and lighting! You won’t
want to miss this. We dare you!

CLASS SCHEDULE 1

